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Sammanställd enkät

Denna rapport innehåller resultaten av enkäten Nordplus 2015.

Ett övergripande genomsnitt presenteras först och följs av genomsnittet för följande avdelningar i
undersökningen:
- Course in general
- Teachers presentations
- Groupwork
- Presentations
- Arrangement

I rapportens andra del presenteras resultaten för varje fråga individuellt.

This report contains evaluation results for Nordplus 2015.

The global indicators are listed first, followed by the individual average values, consisting of the
following scales:
- Course in general
- Teachers presentations
- Groupwork
- Presentations
- Arrangement
 

In the second part of the analysis the average values of all individual questions are listed.
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Karin Hjälmeskog
 

Nordplus 2015 ()
Response rate = % (28/)

Overall indicatorsOverall indicators

Global Index +- av.=3,3
dev.=0,7

1 2 3 4

1. Course in general +- av.=3,4
dev.=0,6

1 2 3 4

2. Teachers presentations +- av.=3,2
dev.=0,6

1 2 3 4

3. Groupwork +- av.=3,1
dev.=0,8

1 2 3 4

4. Presentations +- av.=3,6
dev.=0,7

1 2 3 4

5. Arrangement +- av.=3,4
dev.=0,6

1 2 3 4

Legend
Question text Right poleLeft pole n=No. of responses

av.=Mean
dev.=Std. Dev.
ab.=Abstention

25%

1

0%

2

50%

3

25%

4

Relative Frequencies of answers Std. Dev. Mean

Scale Histogram

1. Course in general1. Course in general

Were the dates of the course convenient for you1.1)

n=28Yes 89.3%

No 10.7%

Comments:1.2)

Because I had not the lectures in this week.

Dates was very good, no problem for me with dates

I started my practice back home, but it worked out fine anyway.

In this week I didn't have any lessons that's why course dates were suitable for me.

It was enough days, but in the end we needed time

Maybee there should be courses at summer time, because now students have  a lot of tests.

The dates fired for me.

The first week, would be better one week later. 

Did you get necessary practical information during the course?1.3)

n=28Yes 92.9%

No 7.1%
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Would you recommend this course to other
students?

1.4)
AbsolutelyNot at all n=28

av.=3,7
dev.=0,5

0%

1

3,6%

2

21,4%

3

75%

4

Comments:1.5)

Even it was intensive, it was totally worth it!

I did get all the necessary info during the course but might have needed a bit more forehand. 

I really enjoy to be a part of course. I like the idea of everything.

I think that my university, University of Akureyri, entered the course late so I felt we did not resive all information before all the students
came to visit us in Iceland. Other than that I think it's a great course and I've learned a lot that I believe I would not have learned at
home.

I would actually want to participate again. We learned so much and experienced so much that our heads are kind of full so it would be
a great  to go through it all again and deepen the experience and knowledge.  

I would have had more information in the beginning/before of the course.

I would recommend it to everyone who are social, like to meet new people and are interested in other countries culture and
educational system. Also, the course days are very intense so you need to be motivated and interested. 

I would recommend this course, even if it was quite intensive, but it gave me a lot of useful information and I found it really good.

It has been realy good, i`ve learnd several things, and my understanding for inclusion has been bigger. the comparati part between the
nordic and the baltic has given me a lot of new perspective and i am now more shore of were I stand in my on thinking about inklusion.

It was a great experience to be a part of international group, exchanging different information and experience!

Some informations could have been more clear, the time table could have been easier to read. But we managed and it was fine. 

These weeks when we needed to work online was very hard - we have time differencies!!!!

+

Teachers could give the themes (+/-, the "way"), because there were to similar (drama, drama, drama..... )

Very good course, especially among the students

Yes, because you obtain the necessary information about the practical and the theoretical perspectives of the education.

Yes, it was very interesting course

You will go to other countries and learn about inclusion

in some concerns I would recomend this cours but in other hand not. this is because i think that the teachers involvd in this course
have a cours in inclusion but make a choise not to participate in all activies. I think that a teacher is a valuable acces in more the just
the actuall lessons...

the teachers shuld for next time take time to interact with all atudents!

How was the schedule for the two weeks in Akureyri
and Kaunas?

1.6)
Very goodVery bad n=28

av.=3,1
dev.=0,7

0%

1

17,9%

2

57,1%

3

25%

4

Comments on schedule1.7)

A bit intensive in Kaunas. Not many social activities. It was perfect in Iceland, but maybe we could have been introduced to the project
with the workshop earlier, so that we could have started the group and we could have gotten more out of the presentations.

A little too intense in Kaunas vs good amount of free time in Akureyri

Akureyri was the scedule perfect, but in Kaunas there have been reeeally tight. I think its hard to work and think when you never can
relax and have the time for free conversasion between us students.

At Akureyri university dominated more theoretical perspective and the preparation for the practical side of work in Kaunas.I liked more
this week in Iceland because I am a theoretician.

I don´t have any comments for the schedule. Maybe, just that the activities could start a little bit later in the morning. :)

I like the schedule, but if we are talking about Kaunas the dinner was too late for me, because I reach my home just about 10 pm.
however, despite this everything was just fine.
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I liked the week in Akureyry was really fantastic!!!! We had studying and free (observing) time! The week in Kaunas was really rush,
but it was also full of different emotions and impressions! 

I really enjoyd the two weeks, but the one i Kaunas was really intensiv. Maybe some work can be moved to the first week, so that we
have a little more time to enjoy ourself and eachothers company in the last week.

I think that the schedule was little bit too tight in Kaunas. Atmospehere got tensed every now and then because everybody was
exhausted.

In my opinion is that the timetable in Kaunas was too busy. People were SO tired and exhausted because there wasn't any free time.

In my opinion the schedule in Akureyri was very good, we had good time both to work and learn and for breaks and fun activites. On
the other hand, I think that the schedule for the week in Kaunas was to intense and we had little time to just relax and enjoy. 

It was good that there was free time in Akureyri but maybe we should have got the assessment and groups formed sooner. Then we
shouldn't have been in a that kind of hurry in Kaunas and got some more free time and be more energetic.

It was good to have time to explore the country and do some shopping and mingling

It was more flexible in Akureyri and maybe we would have needed a little more free time in Kaunas.

It was nice to have a free time to get some sightseeings.

Kaunas was way to stressing, and not time for groupwork at all. Or else you have to have lower expectations. 

Nice that you made room for a lot of extra curricular activities in Iceland. And eventhough the schedule was quite streched in Kaunas,
It was really nice to see that there still was some other things fitted into the schedule.
An afternoon or early evening off in Kaunas would have been great. 

No problem this schedule, it was ok

Really big plans. If you have a family (like us in Ak), the schedule was maybe to much (from morning to evening).
Also, I had other courses at the university....which I had to skip class.

The schedule in Kaunas was too intense in my opinion. Akureyri were manageable. 

The week in Akureyri was great. we hade time to relax after lesson.

the week in Kaunas was TO intens. we are all very tierd and hade MUCH more to do then in normal cases.

We needed time to regenerate.. Ok, we knowed that courses will be intensive, but you can't be creative all the time. 

a little long but allthough really good, iceland was really good planned, plenty of time to see the beautiful country  

we could have started with the groups i Akureyri much earlier and sitt in our groups during the lectures and to stress the instructions
for the tasks we were sops to do in the beginning before the lectures.

2. Teachers presentations2. Teachers presentations

Did the presentations made by the teachers help you
to know more about Inclusion?

2.1)
Very muchNot at all n=28

av.=3,2
dev.=0,6

0%

1

10,7%

2

57,1%

3

32,1%

4

Comments on  the presentations:2.2)

 The presentations were very informative with the workshops and with the lovely group works.

A lot of different ways to do inclusion when you teach

Great presentations, some of them could have linked a bit more to the inclusion part, but they all added to our common knowledge as
teachers. 

I like those presentation because I learn news methods.

I think the fact that we're going to use at least one of the lectures material in our workshop should have been made more clear in the
beginning.

I would have wanted to have all presentations before we decided on a subject as a group. (Maybe not having a new teacher
presentation on a friday?)

It would have been nice to get the group together earlier and discuss about the workshop so the lessons may have been more useful.

Maybe you could have mentioned earlier that we needed those for our workshop. 

Nice to get several perspectives on what inclusion is and how it can be done.
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Presentations was very different and interesting, so it is helps me to be a better teacher in future

Something things was new for me and was very good, something thing that I had already been known, but their was presented in
unusual way! That was good!

The articles and the lectures were really helpful and interesting

The presentations were informative and useful and I found it very helpful not even for the our workshop but also for personal studies
and life.

They made me think but some of them were a little unclear. 

We used primare Virginijas presentation. She was very good but not everyone in my group understood it, but i think it was very good.
She is a very inspiring teacher and i have learned a lot from especially her and Sannes presentation. 

3. Groupwork3. Groupwork

How did you experience to work in an international
group?

3.1)
Very GoodVery Bad n=28

av.=3,4
dev.=0,7

0%

1

14,3%

2

32,1%

3

53,6%

4

Did you get good support from your supervisor
during your groupwork

3.2)
Very goodVery bad n=28

av.=2,8
dev.=0,8

0%

1

39,3%

2

39,3%

3

21,4%

4

Comments on groupwork3.3)

Difficult working together when being in different contries. Really exciting as well. We didn't use our supervisor much. 

Exciting with groupwork, where everyone is very different. It was difficult but it has learned me very much. Some students in my group
did not think or worked much. 

Find the sentence in question 3.1 poorly made.... ;) 

Groupwork in my group went really well and it was a lot of fun 

Groupwork was good, but it was difficult to include them from the baltic countries, on a strictly language perspective. Otherwise it was
good and everybody gives their best. 

I get very good support.

I like my groupwork. Everyone of us has some individual task and we can discuss about it if we have any problems with it.

It felt that the Baltians in our group weren't that interested about the groupwork.

It was very challenging to work in an international group but I also got lot out of it.

It was very difficult to work around the time difference! (in between weeks) (at most it was 3 hours)
Because everyone had other activities work/school/family to think about as well. 

Our group worked really well although we might have had little language problems with students from Baltic countries.

Sometimes it is "immpossible"  to change somethings, it takes too much energy..
There always will be people who want to be a leader, who don't want to talk ects.

This time it was very hard - time differences, 2 strong and leaderistic personalities, and maybee language barrier. 

The interactions were very diverse and helpful to create the mindful atmosphere in the class.

Too good supervisors who Shower interest in the workshop we we're planning for

Was interesting to be in such group and to work with gyus together

We didn't get much help from our supervisor during our work and I actually think that I never talked to him. But in our supervisor
defence we didn't ask for help. I would have liked that our group had worked better together but I thought that they were two of six
members of the group in charge while the rest of us followed.

We had a really  good collaboration in our team. 

We had two supervisors. One was more interested and active than the other. I liked that the superviser always was avalible if needed,
but then again not hanging on our sholders.

We were a really good team. We supported each other when we had difficulties and also helped each other.
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Working with the international group was pretty challenging but also rewarding. We should have got more support from our supervisor.

difficult to work when you are in seperat countries

in a way but supervisor?! In there not a better word? Supervisor is a bit of a harsh.

it was a bit difficult, but I learned a lot from it!

sometimes it was hard comunicating, especially over the internet. I experiensed that when you asked something och made a
suggestion over the internet it often were like talking to a wall... no one answerd... so i kaunas we had a lot to do.
the teacher never joined our work over the drive, even though we invited her twice... but we managed anyeay so...
one person in our group had this trouble taking instruktion, couldent follow in the disskussion when we sat and brainstormed or when
we all talk fast or something, we had to always explain everything to him all the time, and even if we really tryed hard it was hard to do
this workshop... we managed at the end.. and we all agrred that this is what the course is all about, we have to include him anfd we
have to find a way to make him feel included. and therefor our workshop and presentation maybe didnt seemd so well prepared but
belive me we have had our hands and heads full. and I really think he felt inkluded and happy about our work :)

What did you learn about inclusion?3.4)

Very difficult to say what is the right or the wrong defination to this concept.
Maybee it even don't exist.
The main thing is to trie to do maxium to satisfy every individuality needs.

About different methods
How inclusion is carried out in the different countries 

I can not put it down in a few sentences.
But I learned a lot more than I did know before.
I also learned many interesting things about ex:
 -how there can be a difference between integration and inclusion
 -how sometimes people/schools have to first exclude to include. 

I have learned that inclusion is how to handle with people with some kinds of disabilities. But not just of that. It's also about how to a
one group, how to cooperate with different peoples. 

I learn to have more patience with other students

I learnd both theoretical aspects and practical. Beeing a part of an international group is different, but very informativ.

I learnt that you can understand it differently but anyway we should be aware that people are different and we have to accept and
include them.

I think that most people are concidering inclusion as a group work so that everybody can feel to be part of. I think that is very
dangerous wa to see that. Maybe because I'm working with autistic people I do not always see that group work is the best option.

Important in schools.
Difficult in practice maybe.
But new ways to think about inclusion so I am sure I will profit from this course in the future as a teacher.

Inclusion is the integration process in which participate the people with the diverse point of views and shares with the individual
experience . Also it's the integration of cultural, handicapped Others in the society, at schools.

Inclusion is trying to get everyone feeling included. 

It's a really large question but shortly I learned a lot of new ways to approach this topic and the idea behind the inclusion.

It's much more complex than I thought at first and I learn new perspectives on inclusion and what it is.

Learned a lot, I feel way better suited for my future profession

My knowledge deepend about inclucion and you really need to think and evaluate how you plan, act, talk and think inclusively. But like
I said I would defenetly like to go through this cours and deepen my knowledge.

That everybody has to included in process of studying!

That inclusion a way of thinking. And that it's very difficult to see from the outside, if someone's included, as it depends on how she/he
feels herself/himself.
I was presented for a lot of new and different ways of making inclusive education, which has been really interesting, and it's definitely
something that I'm going to use further on in my education and teaching life. 

The most I learned about inclusion was the methods and practical working - mostly because of the workshops.

Very much. I have learned so much i am going to use, both as myself in my personal life, in my studies and as a teacher. 

What inclusion is very important nowadays and we have to learn a lot more about that.
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almost anything there is to know about it I think... or everything that I now know I can learn about it

alot! that it is importen to include everyone

shortly: sometimes you have to exclude to include... let me explain... you have to look for variaty in your grup to find out what and how
to best work with the class. for everybody to feel included its really importent towork with the group as a whole and work whit relation,
to have this relation kompetens.

that it is not a problem, but a way of learn yourself and a way of thinking new

that you sometime need to exclude to be able to include.

4. Presentations4. Presentations

How did you like the groups different ways of
presentation?

4.1)
Very goodVery bad n=28

av.=3,7
dev.=0,5

0%

1

3,6%

2

21,4%

3

75%

4

How was the feedback on your presentations from
teachers and other students?

4.2)
Very goodVery bad n=28

av.=3,4
dev.=0,8

3,6%

1

10,7%

2

28,6%

3

57,1%

4

Comments4.3)

Few groupworks were negatively suprising and not that good quality. But that's just my opinion....

Good constructive feedback from both the student and the teachers 

I am happy with the work we did and I think all the comments where useful.

I felt quite annoyed, that some teachers at the feedback round only had critisism and were negative. Which I also felt during some of
the times we were all together. That doesn't help the overall atmosphere of the group or our ability to create new relations. I feel this is
also an apportunity for the teachers, to interact with the students, on a personal level. Professionality is important, but these courses
offer an insight into eachothers lives, maybe we should catch them, and learn and benefit from eachother.. 

I like comments because we heard goods comments and also comments where we could be a little better :)

I like when focus is only/most on the possitive part! Most of the teacher need to think of there way that they present feedback!

I think sometimes the conversation got stuck into irrelevant matters, in our case how we had people with diagnoses because in real
class we have to be aware of different kinds of special needs and how we adapt the teaching with them.

I think that it was clearly that the drama presentation was the most popluar one, and accoring to this it could have been more different,
but it is maybe because some of the other presentations wasn't inspiring enough..The feedback from a lot of the teachers was maybe
too critical, although Sanne and Virginija was positive and motivating. 

I`take with me a lot of new good stuff to use in my own classroom. and a lot of knowlege.
feedback was good, I think they could be more aktive amongst us students. the feeling of its us and its them were strong and thats not
so nice actually. maybe the teachers would have more to say if they had participat. you know... if you experiance somthing its more
esey to tell something about it ;) 

It is always good to get feedback in your work and it is good to have both criticisem and a positive comments.

It was nice to see different ways of presenting subjects.
In the end it was too much drama though ;) (4x)

It was well planed feedback structure - that at first spoke students from specific group, then teachers and after all the rest of students
who wanted to say something.

Teachers really helps us with feedback. 

The feedback was with the encouragements and with the critical remarks.

Very fascinating! So many new ideas to use in your work experience!

5. Arrangement5. Arrangement

How did you find the hostel in Akureyri?5.1)
Very goodVery bad n=25

av.=3,4
dev.=0,6

0%

1

8%

2

44%

3

48%

4
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How did you find the hotel in Kaunas?5.2)
Very goodVery bad n=27

av.=3,6
dev.=0,5

0%

1

0%

2

37%

3

63%

4

How did you find breakfast, lunch and dinner in
Akureyri?

5.3)
Very GoodVery bad n=27

av.=3,5
dev.=0,6

0%

1

3,7%

2

40,7%

3

55,6%

4

How did you find breakfast, lunch and dinner in
Kaunas?

5.4)
Very GoodVery bad n=28

av.=2,9
dev.=1

7,1%

1

28,6%

2

28,6%

3

35,7%

4

How did you find the program in Akureyri
besides  the education program?
sightseeing, excursions, school visits etc.

5.5)
Very goodVery bad n=28

av.=3,9
dev.=0,3

0%

1

0%

2

10,7%

3

89,3%

4

How did you find the program in Kaunas
besides  the education program?
sightseeing, excursions, school visits etc.

5.6)
Very goodVery bad n=28

av.=3
dev.=0,7

0%

1

28,6%

2

46,4%

3

25%

4

Comments on arrangement5.7)

 All the excursions were very fine and its supplemented the education training during these weeks.

Considering that in Kaunas we had more intensive schedule that it everything was good and well planed.
Maybe there could be a lil bit more of free time in Kaunas. Because we had to make done or workshops at night.

In Akureiri and Kaunas there was no problem with program

In Akureyri I want to see more.... :)

In Akureyri there were excursions which the other students had gotten money for. For me as an icelandic student, I did not have
money to do those things and that made me feel excluded. (Like whale watching which costs a lot of money for a poor student)

First week vs the last week:
-In the first week all the students (except us from Iceland) were staying in a hostel. They had time to get to know each other and more
free time to excurse.
-In the last week all students were at a hotel together BUT there was so much work to do that there was almost no time to do things
together (which we icelanders missed the first week).

In Kaunas it was too intensive, no  time to regenerate.

It went really well!

Kaunas: The school visit was very interesting. I commented on the schedule in Kaunas on another question. Missing a little bit of
social activities or time to do something on your own.

Not sightseeing enough in Kaunas, it was almost nothing time to this and only a working week. I did not think that this was a subject in
Akureyri where we saw a lot. 

The food for lunch in Kaunas, wasn't very good and very similar to eachother. 

Thi is an intensive cours but it would have been nise to have some free time in kaunas to explore by oure self. 

food: dinner in Kaunas very good but lunch were not so good,

the school visit in Both kaunas and Akureyri were realy interesting

sightseeing in Akureyri were of course the best

very long days in Kaunas, no time for yourself

6. Summary6. Summary
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How satisfied are you with your participation in
Intensive Course 2015?

6.1)
Very muchNot at all n=28

av.=6,4
dev.=0,7

0%

1

0%

2

0%

3

0%

4

10,7%

5

39,3%

6

50%

7

Please give us your advise  and suggestions for Intensive Courses to come!!
What should be changed?
What should be improved?

6.2)

- Tell the groups earlier and give them time working together already during the week
- Better and clearer instructions of the groupwork would be awesome (if you want to hear the aims, please tell it advance etc.)

Clearer instructions on what to bring, what to do, what is happening. 

Everything was just perfect

Getting to know your international group and the group´s aims earlier would be good.

I have made some coments for you in other places and thos are the one I feel is the most important!

I really enjoyd the course, wich was both interesting and fun. I've learnd a lot and met great people making conections for both my
social and professional life.

The week in Kaunas has been relly intensive, and several of the students have been so exhausted that they haven't participated on
dinner or other social arrangements. That is sad since this is the last part of the course and we don't have that much time left together.

I think I all mentioned on previous questions.
Maybe that in first week we needed to get clearer thoughts about topic and things we will going to do on our workshop. Like more time
for group work at first week on Akureyri.
But actually everything was really well planed

I think that it all things were very fine in this course.

I think that the commens from teacher do not always fits that makes it feel like they just had to say something negativ. i think the task
about what we was going to solve the task is bit unclear. the last week in Kaunes was bit stressful and there were no time for fritime. it
was good food, but i could like that we did get more food or time to go bay food, because some needs to eat more and often.

I think the burden of the work should be more equal during the two weeks. We could have done more work during the first week.

I think the day without activities would be just nice, because you would have a whole day just for yourself. 

I would have liked to see more participation of the teachers during the course, at times it felt like they where not part of our group and
did not mingle with us the students. Even though the teacher that instructed my group seems to have been the only one taking the
initiative to guide the group I would have liked to see/have more guidance from the teachers during our work. 

It was the first time I participated in that kind of project so it was new experience for me. I am really glad that I decided to apply for it. I
think everything was well planed.

It's really was great!!!!

Maybe 6 persons in a group is a bit too much. 4 or 5 is better in my opinion.
More constructive, and less negative, feedbacks from teachers. Whit this I mean more realistic in some ways. Because when you get
a feedback saying "you could have used more time on..." or "this activity need more time in kindergarden" etc. I am pretty sure all
groups have thought about this, but come on! we only have 1,5 hour workshop so off course we can't use forever on all out activities.

Maybe need to give each group team,topic about what their need to make their workshop.  Then workshops in future will not so
similar.

Maybe the time schedule was too intensive.

Remember the free time in the second week as well. Even though we have a tight schedule it would be nice to have 1-2 hours to go
shopping or relaxe in the room

See my former comments

Teacher were to themself in Kaunas.. that to bad I think. I think they should and could contribute to the corse and our education more
then just give us feedback. Sanne from Denmark did a great job and I have get a lot of ideas from her just becouse she partisipat our
workshops and freetime...

Teachers must give more specific way to groups, if it would be like that, than we would avoid of similar presentations.

There should be 0 work between course places or individual, no serious gropu work - lost time and quality.
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The teachers must be more positive. With that ECTS points you should have lower aims or more time to do it. 

You should give the group work assignment earlier and give more time to prepare it during the first week. The second week was really
intensive and would have needed more free time, maybe skip the seminar. 

maybe you could put all 5 groups in 2 days, then they will relax and have an ekstra night for a beer

Here you can give any other feedback that comes to your mind...6.3)

 It was not very pleasant the observance  as the animals during the educational occupations.

Despite a little free time everything else was good.

I felt that the atmosphere among the teachers wasn't really hilarious or positive.

But overall I enjoyed these two weeks!

I have really enjoyed being a part of this workshop and I feel really lucky with the opportunities

I think it is nice that teachers interact with students and givs the chance til more knowledge. we are al in a proffession that includs
relationships with other people.

Intensive courses were really usefull 

It's nice that Henrik and Gabriella have been watching (most of) the workshops.

Teachers could interact more with the students, we are humans just as well.. I think it is interesting that all the teachers here work with
psycologi or pedagics and you dont commit og relate on a more personal level..
Otherwise, great plan and nice to experience and learn. 

Thank you for great opportunity to participate at this project! :)
It was really useful, I got a lot of expieriance!

Thank you for taking great care of us both in Akureyri and in Kaunas!

The Lithuanian team (I guess Virginia) had everything under control in Kaunas!
All pratical matters were informed, there were no misunderstandings, and she keep telling us to let her know if we needed anything :)

Virginija is a perfect guest taker!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
She can make everybody to feel like at home. :)))

We the students felt that there was some tenchion between the teachers. We did not like that fact and we felt that a teacher was being
excludet wich is not ok in any situation but espessialy in this cind of cours

all and all it have been really good :)

just to intence, the brain stops working in the end
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Profile
Subunit: Inst. för pedagogik, didaktik och utbildningsstudier
Name of the instructor: Karin Hjälmeskog
Name of the course:
(Name of the survey)

Nordplus 2015

Values used in the profile line: Mean

1. Course in general1. Course in general

1.4) Would you recommend this course to other
students?

Not at all Absolutely
n=28 av.=3,7 md=4,0 dev.=0,5

1.6) How was the schedule for the two weeks in
Akureyri and Kaunas?

Very bad Very good
n=28 av.=3,1 md=3,0 dev.=0,7

2. Teachers presentations2. Teachers presentations

2.1) Did the presentations made by the teachers
help you to know more about Inclusion?

Not at all Very much
n=28 av.=3,2 md=3,0 dev.=0,6

3. Groupwork3. Groupwork

3.1) How did you experience to work in an
international group?

Very Bad Very Good
n=28 av.=3,4 md=4,0 dev.=0,7

3.2) Did you get good support from your supervisor
during your groupwork

Very bad Very good
n=28 av.=2,8 md=3,0 dev.=0,8

4. Presentations4. Presentations

4.1) How did you like the groups different ways of
presentation?

Very bad Very good
n=28 av.=3,7 md=4,0 dev.=0,5

4.2) How was the feedback on your presentations
from teachers and other students?

Very bad Very good
n=28 av.=3,4 md=4,0 dev.=0,8

5. Arrangement5. Arrangement

5.1) How did you find the hostel in Akureyri? Very bad Very good
n=25 av.=3,4 md=3,0 dev.=0,6

5.2) How did you find the hotel in Kaunas? Very bad Very good
n=27 av.=3,6 md=4,0 dev.=0,5

5.3) How did you find breakfast, lunch and dinner in
Akureyri?

Very bad Very Good
n=27 av.=3,5 md=4,0 dev.=0,6

5.4) How did you find breakfast, lunch and dinner in
Kaunas?

Very bad Very Good
n=28 av.=2,9 md=3,0 dev.=1,0

5.5) How did you find the program in Akureyri
besides  the education program?
sightseeing, excursions, school visits etc.

Very bad Very good
n=28 av.=3,9 md=4,0 dev.=0,3

5.6) How did you find the program in Kaunas
besides  the education program?
sightseeing, excursions, school visits etc.

Very bad Very good
n=28 av.=3,0 md=3,0 dev.=0,7
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6. Summary6. Summary

6.1) How satisfied are you with your participation in
Intensive Course 2015?

Not at all Very much
n=28 av.=6,4 md=6,5 dev.=0,7


